Sunday, September 14, 2014

4:18 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

9-14-14 "All Arab Nations Offer to Conduct Airstrikes Against
ISIS, U.S. Officials Say" By MICHAEL R. GORDON New York
Times Today!
9-14-14 "All Arab Nations Offer to "Eradicate from the Face
of the Earth" Breast Cancers!
9-14-14 "All Arab Nations Offer to Conduct "Brainstorming a
Rx Cure for Breast Cancer Nation Wide" Against ISIS, U.S.
Officials Say" By MICHAEL R. GORDON
9-14-14 A woman in Key West told me she knows another
woman with a lump in her breast and will not go to a MD as
she does not want to be "Tortured"... Key West 1984 II Women
should email McCain about Torture as he is one of the 1984
II Numb Nuts who spent your $777 Trillion on JFK Super
Carriers instead of a Breast Cancer Cure... and no one could
stop him from spending this many Trillions... on a Fleet of
Navy Super JFK Carriers. Not even Caroline Kennedy... wow!
It's a "War Crime" to stifle Greg + 4 MD Wives in Key West from
Brainstorimg 24/7 a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast
Cancer... Today! War Crimes by Los Alamos not
brainstorming 24/7 on $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM
Supercomputers at Los Alamos!Coast Guard Sector Key West
Deputy Cmdr. John Reed.
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9-14-14 "All Arab Nations Offer to Conduct Airstrikes Against
ISIS, U.S. Officials Say" By MICHAEL R. GORDON New York
Times Today! Gordon has no imagination, wish full
thinking... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat would have gotten "All"
Arab Nations "All UN Nations" Headlines for Sunday about
women in Saudi Can't Drive a Car or "Brainstorm" 24/7 with
iApps a cure for Breast Cancer. Oh tell Gordon to check on
the Homeland Security mammogram scans at the new
improved advanced King of Saudi Arabia Air Port... News is
void here... ask the King of Saudi Arabia to scan all women
at the air port for Breast Cancer and other cancers. 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat will scan all women at the New Advanced
King of Sauidi Arabia Airport ASAP!!

9-14-14 Mandy Miles @ the Citizen Today. Advanced, New
Version, More Effective... Laser Guided Hilton. Just use your
imagination think futuristic Hilton Hotel. Waldorf too as
having "Advanced Laser Guidance + Motion Detection in
your Hotel Rooms! Big screen TV connected to every Web Cam
you could use and this is determined by your iApps, mini -ice
box advances, Roaches, ants, bed bugs history, yes Advanced
shower toilet that never stops up! Concierge assists guests with
various tasks like making restaurant reservations,
arranging for spa services, recommending night life hot
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arranging for spa services, recommending night life hot
spots, booking transportation (limousines, airplanes, boats,
etc.), procurement of tickets to special events, and assisting
with various travel arrangements and tours of local
attractions. I can tell you right now the Apple Hilton in Key
West will help you with iapps at Warp Speed with links you
can click on. Most advanced high tech state of the arts laser
guided and motion detection ERA will be at the Publix +
Whole Foods Grocery stores scanning you for the flu, TB, STD,
Syphilis on the brain + crimes! Homeland Security at the
Hilton Hotels will be light years ahead of the drunks +
housekeeper washing your wine glasses in the bathroom
sink... yes put a Drop Cam in your Hilton Hotel room in Key
West when you leave and watch Housekeeping videos while
you were gone. Unless laser guidance comes to the
Housekeeping... write a iApp for Hotel Housekeeping
Advances, futuristic ones! Thank Mandy Miles! Grin!
9-14-14 Mandy Miles @ the Citizen Today. On a similar but
not entirely related note, I think all household lights should
be installed as dimmer switches. Why are these little
technological treats reserved for the upper-middle class in
their higher-end homes? It's apparently relatively simple
nowadays to adjust the brightness of lights, so why are we
even given the choice of the more primitive, on-off switches?

9-14-14 Mandy Miles @ the Citizen Today. This was as far as
I got with this theory waiting for the berry-flavored Tums to
rapidly dissolve in my digestive tract and cure my nighttime
heartburn. After that and before bed, my ultra-whitening
toothpaste brightened my teeth and my gentlest facial soap
for sensitive skin cleaned my face. Sadly, I had clocked out
for the night and was happily in dreamland long before I
could make a definitive determination of whether my fast acting, rapid-release, nighttime sleep aid is better than its
predecessor. mmiles@keysnews.com Fast-Acting Breast Cancer
RxCure - Overnight Godsent via Brainstorming + using all of
Los Alamos, Berkeley, and Sandia Labs. Oh, and Gregs 4 MD
Wives, grin!
9-14-14 Revised "Swan Lake" to get 4 Nobels in Medicine a
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9-14-14 Revised "Swan Lake" to get 4 Nobels in Medicine a
week, out of the Russians in Moscow, the Ballet goers who
would never think of InventingSomething... next revision of
"Swan Lake" more advanced... hear the Aliens and the fight
of his life, Edison over AC and DC. Today German Leaders
sold their Soul and $7 Trillion on a Wind Farm 60 miles into
the ocean with high power lines to the city and Electricity
will cost the Starbucks Employees in Berlin 50% of their tips
every day the rest of their life. When War Reparations will
give 15 Billion People 1 Trillion free NASA Made cans of H
@ -254 C a more advanced project but our 1984 Numb Nuts
Dictators have syphilis on the brain and no "Desire" to
Eradicate every disease on Earth in a few years! Time Bomb
is how is time + gravity generated for the Revolution!

9-14-14 Mandy I know you love the Russian Ballet Swan
Lake (Russian: Lebedinoye ozero), is a ballet composed by
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky in 1875–1876. The scenario,
initially in four acts, was fashioned from Russian folk
tales[1] and tells the story of Odette, a princess turned into a
swan by an evil sorcerer's curse. The choreographer of the
original production was Julius Reisinger. The ballet was
premiered by the Bolshoi Ballet on 4 March [O.S. 20
February] at the Bolshoi Theatre in Moscow. Although it is
presented in many different versions, most ballet companies
base their stagings both choreographically and musically on
the 1895 revival of Marius Petipa and Lev Ivanov, first
staged for the Imperial Ballet on 15 January 1895, at the
Mariinsky Theatre in St. Petersburg. For this revival,
Tchaikovsky's score was revised by the St. Petersburg Imperial
Theatre's chief conductor and composer Riccardo Drigo.
9-14-14 Mandy Miles... ultra-whitening toothpaste
brightened my teeth! Mandy really needs to "Will" the next
generation in elementary school today in Key West "perfect
Teeth at 66 + 6 years old" Apple will get started writing an
iApp for Elementary School Kids Life Long perfect ultra bright
teeth. Mandy needs to write what will go bankrupt and who's
stock will blast off for Star Travels and Aliens.
9-14-14 Mandy almost got a "Advanced Invention" for
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9-14-14 Mandy almost got a "Advanced Invention" for
Apple's iPhone6Plus, which is every time the light "Bulb"
detects motion in your room the iApp sends you a picture or
video. I would pick video as the new hard drives from
Western Digital are 10 T thats little more than 999 Gigs more
advanced way of storing 1 + 0 on the hard drive and even
better SanDisc has a larger SSD and card that holds 512 gigs
when our radio shack on Duval few doors down sells 64 Gig
cards not the 512 gig so open a New Radio Shack and sell all
the newest... grin.

9-14-14 Headlines @ The Citizen are "Cutter Mohawk gets
$13M overhaul Coast Guard Petty Officer 1st Class Was
Coulter stood before a flat-screen monitor Monitoring 1,001
Cameras around Key West + the World except at the "Breast
Cancer Ward" of every Hospital in the World. Callus Coast
Guard not Guarding how $13 million is spent on up
"Overhaul" laser guided Breast Cancer War... Ward.
Thursday morning in the heart of the engine room of the
270-foot Coast Guard Cutter Mohawk kids breath in this
Poison Exhaust Gases and no Warning about this from @ the
Citizen Newspaper Key West. Hell you should see the Front
Page of the NY Times today and would think we went back to
"Black + White" TV era. Yale MD professors were not Dictating
to a group of villagers the Ebola! MD's stood before a flat screen monitor Monitoring 1,001 Cameras to defeat the
Ebola!
9-14-14 Headlines USA's 1984 II Dictators have sacked
100,000 MD working in Saudi Arabia because they failed to
heed a warning to return from overseas to help the
governments New Manhattan Project for the Rx Cure of
Breast Cancer that has killed 100 million... probably more!
9-14-14 Headlines MONROVIA - Liberia's President Ellen
Johnson Sirleaf has sacked 10 senior officials because they
failed to heed a warning to return from overseas travel to
help the government's fight against an Ebola epidemic that
has killed at least 1,100 Liberians.
9-14-14 Ferrari ElectricWindmillFerrari Headlines... Was
there ever a Revolution via suppressing progress in Italy...
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there ever a Revolution via suppressing progress in Italy...
MD women drive a new Ferrari with Laser Guidance so
advanced the 2015 Ferrari will never ever crash + burn like
so many have in the USA since the ElectricWindmillCars
invention in 1980... how many crashed and burned, ask
Bush as he made these stats classified and Secret!
9-14-14 Ferrari ElectricWindmillFerrari Headlines... Former
Ferrari chairman Luca Cordero di Montezemolo (left) with
Fiat Chrysler chief executive Sergio Marchionne. Photo: AFP.
At the Ferrari headquarters in Maranello, Italy, a few miles
outside Modena, there is much to remind a visitor of the
guiding principle
iApp to hear + see Aliens on the 52 nearest Stars are also
preinstalled on MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. Intel would
never sell you a MacBookPro with a 12 core Xeon CPU not
thinking you want to invent something!
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Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a
electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the
MacBook Air + Pro.

9-14-14 Wow... Timing was right to in getting Pope Francis
married to 4 MD wives. Now for a Pope iApp telling the newly
married that 90% of all conversations should be about 1,001
inventions + medical advances you can get via Serendipity...
if both the husband and wife look while driving, NY Times
has 2 articles on driving and texting. Driving to
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has 2 articles on driving and texting. Driving to
inventsomething, looking thinking... etc.

Pope Francis has presided over the marriage of 20 couples at
the Vatican, including some who were cohabiting, one of
them with a child.

Pope Francis had asked to marry 40 people from different
social backgrounds who represented modern couples.

It was the first papal marriage ceremony of its kind in 14
years.

The pope has expressed greater tolerance than his
predecessor on many issues, including family values.

Sunday's ceremony at St Peter's Basilica in Rome comes three
weeks before a meeting of Catholic bishops from around the
world to examine church teachings on family matters.

One of the couples married was a man whose previous
marriage was annulled and a single mother with a
daughter from a previous relationship.

Brides and grooms sit during their wedding ceremony
celebrated as part of a mass by Pope Francis at St Peter's
basilica on 14 September 2014 at the Vatican Pope Francis
has shown more openness than his predecessors on the subject
of marriage Pope Francis told the couples at the two-hour
ceremony that marriage was "not an easy road, it's
sometimes a contentious trip, but that's life," AFP news
agency reports.
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agency reports.

Very slowly, the church under the guidance of Pope Francis is
facing the fact that many Catholic couples cohabit before
marriage, use contraception freely and divorce and remarry
without seeking an annulment, says the BBC's David Willey
in Rome.

He said in his homily that families are "bricks that build
society", but also believes that the church should forgive
those who have sex outside marriage or who don't obey
church teaching to the letter.

It was the first marriage Pope Francis has conducted in his
18-month papacy. The last wedding to be presided over by a
pope took place under John Paul II in 2000.

The world's clergy will gather in Rome in October to discuss
issues such as marriage, divorce and contraception.

They are expected to discuss the results of a worldwide survey
launched by the Vatican last year to find out what Catholics
really think about its teaching on marriage and family life.

9-13-14 Pope Francis said... Pope Francis said he must
"Invent or Die" "Leak or Die in Hell for 4 Trillion years" if he
fails to Leak... better WW III goings-on today than Snowend
not LEAKING $777 Trillion in the "War Chest" all spent on
MIT War Toys!
9-13-14 Pope Francis said... "Madness this War between Men +
Women" as Pope Francis to marry 4 MD women!

iApp to hear + see Aliens on the 52 nearest Stars are also
preinstalled on MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. Intel would
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preinstalled on MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. Intel would
never sell you a MacBookPro with a 12 core Xeon CPU not
thinking you want to invent something!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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